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Letter from the President of the Management Board 

Dear Sirs, 

On behalf of the whole Management Board of Qumak S.A. I have the pleasure to present to - 
Shareholders, Employees, Business Partners, Investors and all of the Stakeholders - a report 
including summing up of our achievements and financial results in the year 2013. 

This year was a unique time for us. In its beginning we launched implementation of the 
development strategy for the years 2013 – 2016. It meant for us many key changes on the 
organizational level, as well as the operational, management and competence level. 

Let me remind that the strategy’s main aims are: concentrating on the parts of market with 
good perspectives, at the same time gradually withdrawing from activities which are not 
satisfying in terms of profitability, arranging for niche market areas, diversifying portfolio of 
orders, acquiring complex interdisciplinary IT projects and developing competences in the 
area of highly advanced technologies. 

After ending the first twelve months we can assess with a satisfaction that the decision on 
redefining our business aims and remodeling organizational structure in our new strategy 
was on point. 

In 2013 we dynamically increased incomes which amounted to over PLN 540 million, 
achieving a record level in the history of the Company. Simultaneously, we improved our 
profitability of gross sales to the level of PLN 14.9 percent. Net profit was lower in books 
than a year ago and reached PLN 7.3 million but it was a consequence of a reserve for 
receivables for a contract entered into with the Narodowe Centrum Sportu for performing 
the National Stadium. Profit excluding this separate event would be higher by 22 percent 
than a year before and would reach over PLN 12.7 million, what is a very satisfying result 
when taking into consideration a constant difficult macroeconomic situation in Poland. What 
is worth underlying, Qumak S.A. in its stock exchange history no matter the business and 
economic surrounding always notes a positive result at the end of the year. 



During the last year the sales structure of the Company also has changed. Consequently we 
direct the weight of operations towards the technologically advanced realizations for public 
sector, Intelligent Transportation Systems, aviation infrastructure or multimedia exhibitions. 

In 2014 we are planning to continue works on constructing new competences and improving 
financial indicators with our full engagement. Definitely a big challenge for us will be the 
most extensive contracts in our portfolio, the range of which is unprecedented in the 
Company’s history. However, I am deeply convinced that the experience and engagement of 
all employees and the Management Board of the Company will allow their effective 
performing. 

One of our priority tasks for the current year and the future years will be tasks that were 
launched in 2014 in the scope of research and development (R&D). Through the cooperation 
with leading science centers we want to build technological competences and in this way 
increase our competitive advantage. Simultaneously, I hope that the consistent bringing into 
life our all intentions and plans will systematically build value of the Company for its 
shareholders. 

Current year should be for Qumak S.A. a period of a dynamic development, organic growth 
and possibly growth through acquisitions. We are optimistic because of the record high level 
of our portfolio of orders for years 2014-2015. Its value, as well as the quality and potential 
profitability of already signed contracts give us a real basis for evident improvement of 
results throughout the whole year. 

 

Paweł Jaguś 
President of the Management Board of Qumak S.A. 


